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Although the mutation spectrum has been
documented in a variety of species, the assessment of
spontaneous mutation from natural populations is
still limited. To assess the mutation spectrum from
natural populations, we generated 374 mutation

accumulation (MA)  lines of Arabidopsis thaliana that
were derived from eight natural founder individuals
collected in Sweden and France. With whole genome
sequencing  and reciprocal transplanting , we aim
to investigate:

1. Whether the mutation spectrums were
genotype background dependent?

2. How do mutational e�ects on fitness change
between environments?

Single nucleotide mutation (SNM) rate varied among
genomic regions (Fig. 1) with the highest rate at the
TE position consistent with Columbia accession MA
line (Weng et al. 2019). SNM rate did not di�er
significantly among natural founder populations, but
the indel mutation rate was higher in natural
population than Columbia MA lines (Fig. 2).

Figure 1: Single nucleotide mutation rate at di�erent genomic regions

Figure 2: SNM and INDEL mutation rate from di�erent populations

Figure 3: Relative fitness at home and away field sites

Mutational fitness e�ects biased toward deleterious
at away site (Fig. 3) can be explained by the reduced
and shifted fitness landscape (Fig. 4). At away site the
number of MA lines that have lower fitness than the
founder increased (Fig. 3). When the measurement of
stress was accounted for, we showed that mutational
variance and selection strength was increased under
stress condition (Fig. 5) consistent with (Agrawal and
Whitlock 2010). In addition, using non-fitness traits
as approximate, we showed that fitness optimum at
away site is reduced and shifted compared to the
home site.

Figure 4: Fitness landscape at home and away field sites

Figure 5: Correlation between stress and selection strength and
mutational variance
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